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Abstract
A T1-space X is called subnormal if every two disjoint closed subsets of X are contained in some
disjoint Gδ-sets. We present a statement on hereditary subnormality of the product of two spaces
which is an extension of Kateˇtov’s theorem. It is shown that the fact that all finite powers of a
compact Hausdorff space X are hereditarily subnormal does not imply that X is first countable.
Some sufficient conditions for hereditary subnormality of products are obtained. Ó 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that the property of hereditary normality being laid on a topological
product yields much stronger constraints for the factors. The most famous results in this
direction are due to Kateˇtov [3]:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the product X × Y of two spaces X and Y is hereditarily
normal. Then either all countable subsets of X are closed in X or Y is perfectly normal.
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. If X3 is hereditarily normal then X
is metrizable.
Kateˇtov also posed the following
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Problem 1.3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space such that X2 is hereditarily normal. Is
then true that X is metrizable?
By another result from [3], such a space X must be hereditarily Lindelöf.
Consistently Problem 1.3 was solved in the negative by Nyikos under MA+ ¬CH [6]
and later by Gruenhage and Nyikos under CH [2]. However, it is still unknown whether
there exists a counterexample in ZFC.
In the present paper we consider similar questions for the case where (hereditary)
normality is weakened to (hereditary) subnormality. We prove a result which may be
treated as an extension of Theorem 1.1, and show that the verbal generalization of
Theorem 1.2 is not valid, since there exists a (very well-known) compact Hausdorff space
of character ω1 whose finite powers are all hereditarily subnormal. Finally, we establish
some sufficient conditions for hereditary subnormality of the product of two spaces. These
conditions mean that one of the factors has, in an appropriate sense, simple structure, and
another features some fair property.
In what follows, we assume all spaces to be at least T1. According to a commonly used
set-theoretical terminology, we identify each ordinal with the set of all smaller ordinals.
For a cardinal λ, we say that a subset of a space is a Gλ-set if it is the intersection of some
collection of not more than λ open sets. Thus, for finite k > 1 a Gk-set is merely an open
set, and aGω-set is aGδ-set. For a subsetA of a spaceX we denote by clX A the closure of
A in X. For an infinite cardinal τ , we will denote by A(τ) a compact space of cardinality
τ with a single non-isolated point, that is, the Alexandroff (one-point) compactification of
a discrete space of cardinality τ . We do not presume regularity in Lindelöf property.
Definition 1.4.
A spaceX is called subnormal (see [4]) if for any two disjoint closed subsets F0,F1 ⊂X
there exist disjointGδ-sets G0,G1 ⊂X such that F0 ⊂G0 and F1 ⊂G1.
Sometimes (for instance, in [1]) subnormal spaces are called δ-normal.
Clearly, the class of subnormal spaces contains all normal spaces and all perfect spaces.
As for behavior under basic topological operations and maps, the property of subnormality
has many common features with normality. It is easy to see that subnormality is inherited
by closed subsets and by closed continuous images. Also, the discrete sum of any family of
subnormal spaces is subnormal. Like normality, subnormality is not preserved by products
and, moreover, there is a theorem of Dowker type [7]: the product of a space X with
the closed real interval I is subnormal if and only if X is countably subparacompact or,
equivalently,X is subnormal and countably metacompact.
However, there is a difference between subnormality and normality in what concerns
countable unions.
Definition 1.5. For a topological property P , we say that a space X is strictly σ -P if
there exists a representation X=⋃{Xn: n ∈ ω} where each Xn is closed in X and has the
property P .
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Proposition 1.6. Let a space X be the union of a countable family {Xn: n ∈ ω} of its
closed subspaces and each Xn be (hereditarily) subnormal. Then X is itself (hereditarily)
subnormal.
In other words, the above proposition claims that strict σ -(hereditary) subnormality is
equivalent to (hereditary) subnormality.
Proof. In the case of hereditary subnormality of Xn, if Z ⊂ X then Z = ⋃{Zn: n ∈
ω} where Zn = Z ∩ Xn are closed in Z and subnormal. So we owe to deduce the
subnormality of X from the subnormality of all Xn. Let F0 and F1 be closed subsets
of X with F0 ∩ F1 = ∅. For each n ∈ ω there are Gδ-sets H0,n and H1,n in Xn such that
H0,n ∩H1,n = ∅ and Hε,n ⊃ Fε ∩Xn, ε ∈ 2. Then Gε,n =Hε,n ∪ (X \Xn) are Gδ-sets in
X, and Gε =⋂{Gε,n: n ∈ ω} are also Gδ’s. It is easy to check that Gε ⊃ Fε , ε ∈ 2, and
G0 ∩G1 = ∅. 2
Hence, every strictly σ -discrete space (that is, a space which is the union of a countable
family of its closed discrete subspaces) is subnormal. Moreover, we have
Proposition 1.7. The product of a (hereditarily) subnormal space with any strictly σ -
discrete space is (hereditarily) subnormal.
Proof. Indeed, let X be (hereditarily) subnormal and P =⋃{Dn: n ∈ ω} where each Dn
is closed and discrete in P . Then X× P (respectively, every subspace Z ⊂X× P ) is the
union of countably many closed subspaces X ×Dn (respectively, Z ∩ (X ×Dn)) which
are all subnormal. 2
Recall that there exist strictly σ -discrete spaces which are not normal. An example of
such a space is given by the famous Mrówka space [5].
2. An extension of Kateˇtov’s theorem and an example
Theorem 2.1. Let X and Y be two spaces such that the product X × Y is hereditarily
subnormal, and τ be an uncountable cardinal. Then at least one of the following assertions
is true:
(1) for every subspace K ⊂X of cardinality 6 τ , all points of K are Gδ-points in K;
(2) every closed subset of Y is a Gτ -set.
Theorem 2.1 will immediately follow as a particular case of the next proclaim. For a
cardinal λ, we shall say that a space X is λ-subnormal if every two disjoint closed subsets
ofX are contained in some disjointGλ-sets. Evidently, λ-subnormality turns into normality
when 16 λ < ω and into subnormality when λ= ω.
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Theorem 2.2. Let λ > 1 be a cardinal. Suppose that X and Y are two spaces such that
X × Y is hereditarily λ-subnormal, and τ is a cardinal greater than λ. Then at least one
of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) for any subspace K ⊂ X with |K| 6 τ all points of K are Gλ’s in K , that is,
ψ(K)6 λ;
(2) every closed subset of Y is a Gτ -set.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Fix a subspace K ⊂ X such that |K| 6 τ and ψ(K) > λ,
and choose z ∈ K with ψ(z,K) > λ. Take also a closed subset C of Y which is not
a Gτ -set. Now consider the subspace Z = (K × Y ) \ ({z} × C) ⊂ X × Y . The sets
F0 = {z} × (Y \ C) and F1 = (K \ {z})× C are disjoint and closed in Z. Suppose that
there exist Gλ-sets G0,G1 ⊂ Z such that G0 ∩ G1 = ∅ and Fε ⊂ Gε , ε ∈ 2. Then for
every x ∈ K \ {z} the set Hx = {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ G1} is a Gλ-set in Y containing C.
Therefore, H =⋂{Hx : x ∈ K \ {z}} is a Gτ -set in Y , since |K| 6 τ . But H ⊃ C and
C is not a Gτ -set, hence there exists a point w ∈ H \ C. Further, (z,w) ∈ F0 ⊂ G0, and
thus, V = {x ∈ K: (x,w) ∈ G0} is a Gλ-set in K and contains z. From the condition
ψ(z,K) > λ it follows that V 6= {z}, so one can find v ∈ V \ {z}. Then (v,w) ∈G0, and
w ∈H ⊂Hv yields (v,w) ∈G1. Thus, G0 ∩G1 6= ∅ which is a contradiction. 2
Let in Theorem 2.2 τ = ω > λ > 1. Then λ-subnormality coincides with normality,
and condition (1) means that every countable subset of X is discrete, hence all countable
subsets of X are closed. So we obtain Theorem 1.1.
We now show that Theorem 1.2 fails if one replaces hereditary normality with hereditary
subnormality, and, therefore, the corresponding analog of Problem 1.3 is solved negatively
in ZFC.
Example 2.3. For every finite k the space A(ω1)k is hereditarily subnormal.
In fact, we have a bit more general result.
Theorem 2.4. Let P be any space of cardinality ω1 with at most one non-isolated point.
Then Pk is hereditarily subnormal for each k ∈ ω.
Proof. Let us assume that the underlying set of P is ω1 + 1 (that is, the set of all ordinals
6 ω1) and all points of P but ω1 are isolated. We will regard every point z of Pk as a
function from k to P = ω1 + 1 and use the notation ran z = {z(i): i ∈ k} for its range
(a finite subset of P ). Let us denote by ξ the element of Pk which is constantly ω1.
Furthermore, for each α < ω1 we fix a function θα: ω→ Pk such that θα(ω)⊃ (α + 1)k .
Let Z ⊂ Pk be an arbitrary subspace, and F0 and F1 be any two disjoint closed subsets
of Z. We must prove that they are contained in disjoint Gδ-sets G0 and G1.
To each point z ∈ F0 ∪ F1 we assign a sequence {Un(z): n ∈ ω} of neighborhoods of z
in Z. We will take them from the standard base, that is, Un(z) = Z ∩∏{Un(z, i): i ∈ k}
where Un(z, i) (further also referred to) is a neighborhood of z(i) in P . In addition, we
require the following:
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(a) if z ∈ Fε , ε ∈ 2, then Un(z)∩ F1−ε = ∅;
(b) if z(i) < ω1 then Un(z, i)= {z(i)};
(c) if z(i)= ω1 and β ∈ ranz ∩ ω1 then θβ(n)(i) /∈Un(z, i);
(d) if m6 n < ω then Um(z)⊃Un(z).
Obviously, such an assignment is possible. We point out the following property which is a
consequence of condition (b):
(e) if w ∈ Un(z) then for each i ∈ k either z(i)=w(i) or z(i)= ω1.
Now for ε ∈ 2 we put Gε,n =⋃{Un(z): z ∈ Fε}, n ∈ ω, and Gε =⋂{Gε,n: n ∈ ω}. We
claim that the Gδ-sets G0 and G1 defined in this way are just as needed. Clearly, only the
propertyG0 ∩G1 = ∅ should be verified.
Suppose that there exists w ∈G0∩G1. Condition (a) implies thatGε ∩F1−ε = ∅, ε ∈ 2,
so we have w /∈ F0 ∪ F1. Next, by property (e), ξ ∈ Un(z) implies z = ξ , hence ξ ∈Gε,n
is possible only if ξ ∈ Fε . This means that w 6= ξ , because otherwise we have ξ ∈ F0 ∩F1.
For each β ∈ ranw ∩ ω1 (we have seen that the latter set is not empty) we can choose
nβ ∈ ω such that
θβ(nβ)(i)=w(i) provided that w(i)6 β, i ∈ k.
Put n=max{nβ : β ∈ ranw ∩ω1}. Since w ∈G0,n ∩G1,n, there exist z0 ∈ F0 and z1 ∈ F1
satisfying w ∈ Un(z0)∩Un(z1). From condition (e) it follows that, for ε ∈ 2, there exists a
subset Rε ⊂ k such that
zε(i)=
{
ω1 >w(i) if i ∈Rε ,
w(i) if i ∈ k \Rε .
Evidently,R0 6=R1 as z0 6= z1 and Rε are not empty as w 6= zε . Now it remains to consider
two cases.
(1) R0 \ R1 6= ∅ 6= R1 \ R0. Then we can choose ε ∈ 2 and p,q ∈ k such that p ∈
Rε \ R1−ε , q ∈ R1−ε \ Rε and w(p) 6 w(q) < ω1. Since β = w(q) ∈ ranw ∩ ω1 and
w(p) 6 β , we have θβ(nβ)(p) = w(p). On the other hand, zε(p) = ω1 and zε(q) =
w(q) = β ∈ ran zε ∩ ω1, hence w(p) = θβ(nβ)(p) /∈ Unβ (zε,p), by condition (c). This
means that w /∈ Unβ (zε), but, by condition (d), Un(zε) ⊂ Unβ (zε) because n > nβ .
Therefore, w /∈ Un(zε), a contradiction.
(2) Rε ⊂ R1−ε for some ε ∈ 2. By condition (a), Un(z1−ε) does not contain zε . Hence
zε(i) /∈ Un(z1−ε, i) for some i ∈ k. Fix such an i . But i /∈ R1−ε implies zε(i) = w(i) =
z1−ε(i) ∈ Un(z1−ε, i), and i ∈ Rε implies zε(i)= ω1 = z1−ε(i) ∈ Un(z1−ε, i), so the only
case remaining possible is i ∈ R1−ε \ Rε . Then we conclude that zε(i) = w(i) is not an
element of Un(z1−ε, i) which means w /∈ Un(z1−ε). Thus, a contradiction again.
Therefore,G0 ∩G1 = ∅ which completes the proof. 2
Remark 2.5. If τ > ω2 then the space A(τ)2 is not hereditarily subnormal. Indeed, A(τ)
contains a subspace whose cardinality and pseudocharacter are equal to ω1 and a closed
(one-point) subset which is not a Gω1 -set; thus, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 does not
hold.
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Problem 2.6. LetX be a compact Hausdorff space such that X2 is hereditarily subnormal.
Is it true then that w(X)6 ω1? That χ(X)6 ω1? What if Xk is hereditarily subnormal for
each k ∈ ω?
In connection with this problem, we present the following fact which can be observed
from Theorem 2.1:
Proposition 2.7. Suppose that X is a compact Hausdorff space and X2 is hereditarily
subnormal. Then the character of X at each point either is a cardinal of countable
cofinality or is a regular cardinal and reaches its maximum.
3. Sufficient conditions for hereditary subnormality in products
From Theorem 1.1 it follows, in particular, that if the product of a spaceX with the space
A(τ) where τ > ω1 (or with any other hereditarily normal space which is not perfect) is
hereditarily normal then all countable subsets of X are closed, which means that X is
either discrete or rather peculiar. In this section we show that the situation where X×A(τ)
is hereditarily subnormal is not so rare, even with a more general space used instead of
A(τ).
We begin with stating and proving our results in a maximally general, though “relative”,
form.
We will say that a subset D of a space X is discrete expandable if there exists a discrete
family {V (y): y ∈ D} where V (y) is a neighborhood of y in X for each y ∈ D. Every
discrete expandable subset of a space X is closed and discrete in X. All finite subsets of
a Hausdorff space and all closed discrete subsets of a collectionwise Hausdorff space are
discrete expandable.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that a regular space P is the union P =Q∪D whereD is discrete
expandable in P , and X is an hereditarily Lindelöf strictly σ -regular space. Let X×Q be
hereditarily subnormal. Then X× P is hereditarily subnormal too.
Theorem 3.2. Let P , Q and D be such as in the previous theorem, and X be a strictly
σ -metrizable space. Then X× P is hereditarily subnormal provided that so is X×Q.
Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 (initial part). Without loss of generality, we may assume
that Q = P \D. Let us also fix for y ∈ D a neighborhood V (y) of y in P such that the
family {clP V (y): y ∈D} is discrete.
In Theorem 3.1/3.2, it is sufficient to consider the case where the spaceX is regular/metr-
izable. Indeed, ifX =⋃{Xn: n ∈ ω}whereXn are closed inX and regular/metrizable then
we prove the hereditary subnormality of all Xn × P which are closed in X × P , and the
hereditary subnormality of X× P immediately follows from Proposition 1.6.
Now let Z ⊂X× P be an arbitrary subspace. Consider any two disjoint closed subsets
F0 and F1 of Z. We must find in Z disjoint Gδ-sets G0 ⊃ F0 and G1 ⊃ F1.
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Since F0∩ (X×Q) and F1∩ (X×Q) are disjoint closed subsets ofZ∩ (X×Q) and the
latter space is subnormal, there existGδ-setsGQε =⋂{GQε,n: n ∈ ω}, ε ∈ 2, in Z∩ (X×Q)
(where GQε,n are open in Z ∩ (X×Q)) such that
G
Q
0 ∩GQ1 = ∅ and GQε ⊃ Fε ∩ (X×Q), ε ∈ 2.
Clearly, GQε,n are open sets, and GQε are Gδ-sets, in Z as well, because Z ∩ (X ×Q) is
open in Z.
For an arbitrary subset M ⊂ X × P and any point p ∈ P we will denote M[p] = {x ∈
X: (x,p) ∈M}.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (final part). We assume thatX is hereditarily Lindelöf and regular.
Let ε ∈ 2 and y ∈ D. For every x ∈ Fε[y] we choose a neighborhood Uε(x, y) of x in
X and a neighborhood Wε(x, y) of y in P such that Wε(x, y)⊂ V (y) and the closure of
the set Oε(x, y)= Z ∩ (Uε(x, y)×Wε(x, y)) in Z does not meet F1−ε . For y ∈D, since
{Uε(x, y): x ∈ Fε[y]} is a family of open subsets ofX coveringFε[y] andX is hereditarily
Lindelöf, there exists a countable subfamily {Uε(xy,n, y): n ∈ ω} which also covers Fε[y].
Now we put
Oε,n =
⋃{
Oε(xy,n, y): y ∈D
}
.
Note that the family {Oε(xy,n, y): y ∈D} is discrete in Z and hence
clZ Oε,n =
⋃{
clZ Oε(xy,n, y): y ∈D
}
does not intersect F1−ε . It is also clear that
⋃{Oε,n: n ∈ ω} ⊃ Fε ∩ (X×D).
Thus,
Gε,k =
(
G
Q
ε,k ∪
(⋃{
Oε,n: n ∈ ω
}))∖
clZ O1−ε,k
is an open neighborhood of Fε in Z, for ε ∈ 2 and k ∈ ω. Finally, putGε =⋂{Gε,k: k ∈ ω}.
We claim that G0 and G1 are Gδ-sets we sought for, that is, G0 ∩G1 = ∅.
Indeed, suppose that z ∈ G0 ∩G1. Then for some ε ∈ 2 and k ∈ ω we have z /∈ GQε,k ,
since the intersection of all those sets is empty. For such ε and k, the condition z ∈Gε,k
implies that z ∈⋃{Oε,n: n ∈ ω}, that is, z ∈Oε,m for somem ∈ ω. But this, in turn, means
that z /∈G1−ε,m and z /∈G1−ε , a contradiction. 2
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (final part). So, we assume that X is metrizable. Fix a metric d on
X generating the topology of X, and for x ∈X and n ∈ ω denote
Bn(x)=
{
u ∈X: d(x,u) < 2−n}.
Also, for each n ∈ ω we choose a locally finite open cover Un of X whose members have
diameters < 2−n.
Let ε ∈ 2 and y ∈D. Then to each x ∈ Fε[y] we assign a number n= n(ε, x, y) ∈ ω and
a neighborhoodWε(x, y) of y in P satisfying the conditions
Wε(x, y)⊂ V (y) and
(
Bn(x)× clP Wε(x, y)
)∩ F1−ε = ∅.
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Next, for each n ∈ ω we denote
Fε[y,n] =
{
x ∈ Fε[y]: n(ε, x, y)= n
}
.
Clearly, Un(y) = {U ∈ Un: U ∩ Fε[y,n] 6= ∅} is a locally finite family of open sets
in X covering Fε[y,n]. Now for every U ∈ Un(y) we choose xU ∈ U ∩ Fε[y,n]. Put
Oε(y,U)=Z ∩ (U ×Wε(xU, y)) for y ∈D and U ∈ Un(y), and denote
Oε,n =
⋃{
Oε(y,U): y ∈D,U ∈ Un(y)
}
.
Then, obviously,Oε,n are open in Z and
⋃{Oε,n: n ∈ ω} ⊃ Fε ∩ (X×D).
Now we prove that clZ Oε,n ∩ F1−ε = ∅. Evidently, {Oε(y,U): y ∈ D, U ∈ Un(y)} is
a locally finite family of subsets of Z, hence clZ Oε,n =⋃{clZ Oε(y,U): y ∈ D, U ∈
Un(y)}. Suppose that z= (u,p) ∈ clZ Oε,n∩F1−ε . Then we may fix y ∈D and U ∈ Un(y)
such that z ∈ clZ Oε(y,U)= clZ(Z ∩ (U ×Wε(xU, y)))⊂ Z ∩ (clX U × clP Wε(xU, y)),
hence u ∈ clX U and p ∈ clP Wε(xU, y). On the other hand, xU ∈ U and the diameter of U
(and clX U ) is less than 2−n, so we have u ∈ Bn(xU). But n(ε, x, y)= n as xU ∈ Fε[y,n],
hence (Bn(xU)× clP Wε(xU , y))∩ F1−ε = ∅. Thus, z= (u,p) /∈ F1−ε , a contradiction.
Finally, for ε ∈ 2 and k ∈ ω put Gε,k = (GQε,k ∪ (
⋃{Oε,n: n ∈ ω})) \ clZ O1−ε,k and
Gε =⋂{Gε,k: k ∈ ω}. Just as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we observe thatG0 andG1 are
disjoint Gδ-sets in Z containing F0 and F1. 2
Now we deduce corollaries from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a regular space such that P = Q ∪D where Q is a strictly σ -
discrete space and D is discrete expandable in P . Then for every hereditarily Lindelöf
strictly σ -regular space X the product X× P is hereditarily subnormal.
Proof. The space X being the union of a countable family of hereditarily Lindelöf regular
closed subspaces is hereditarily subnormal by Proposition 1.6, and the space X ×Q is
hereditarily subnormal by Proposition 1.7. It remains to apply Theorem 3.1. 2
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that P is a regular space and P =Q∪D where Q is a strictly σ -
metrizable space and D is discrete expandable in P . Then for every strictly σ -metrizable
space X the product X× P is hereditarily subnormal.
Proof. Indeed, X × Q is strictly σ -metrizable, hence hereditarily subnormal. So the
statement follows from Theorem 3.2. 2
In particular, let P be a space with a single non-isolated point. Then Theorems 3.3
and 3.4 yield that X × P is hereditarily subnormal if X is a hereditarily Lindelöf regular
space and if X is a metrizable space, respectively. One may ask whether it is possible to
find a single property of X (a simultaneous generalization of hereditary Lindelöfness and
metrizability) that still implies that X × P is hereditarily subnormal. Observe that both
hereditarily Lindelöf regular spaces and metrizable spaces are hereditarily paracompact
and also perfectly normal.
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Problem 3.5.
Let P be a space with a single non-isolated point, and X be an hereditarily paracompact
perfectly normal space. Is it true then that the product X × P is hereditarily subnormal?
Which generalized metrizability properties of X guarantee that the latter assertion is true?
The next example shows that hereditary paracompactness alone does not suffice here.
Example 3.6.
Let P = X = A(ω2). Then P has a single non-isolated point, and X is hereditarily
paracompact, since every subspace of X is either compact or discrete. But X × P is not
hereditarily subnormal, see Remark 2.5.
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